William Keyte – An Introduction to Natural Law
18th March 2018, Nottingham Canal House – New Chartist Movement
Notes that support the material presented during the talk. Each bullet point roughly equates to a
slide and the 2nd level (alphabetical) points are either a point on the slide or some important
accompanying concepts.

1.

Introduction:
a. Mystery surrounding Natural Law. Not known about. Why?
b. Conspiracy to hide this information. Occulted – hidden.
i. Occultare – to hide, keep secret.
ii. This is the subject that most effects our personal and collective condition
on this planet
iii. We can obtain those conditions we want by gaining an understanding of
this body of knowledge
iv. This information is available to us but most in society are wilfully ignoring
it
v. Ignorance and Nescience. Nesciere – not to know.
vi. Create a power differential over the sleeping masses

2. What is Natural Law?
a. Spiritual plane – Ntyr (Egyptian). (But not a religious connotation)
b. Some claim that natural laws is Christian exclusively. (Bible – Decalogue – 1o
commandments).
c. Secular – because all religions appear to have a core that focusses on Nat. law.
Dates back to the ancient mystery schools because so hidden
d. Laws of the unseen realm.
e. Arcana: Minor/Major. Micro/Macro.
f.

Natural means spiritual

g. Law - An existing condition. Pre-exists. Binding. Immutable (cannot be changed)
3. Examining our Condition through understanding Natural Law
a. Symptoms in society. We are always looking at symptoms
b. Examining symptoms will get us nowhere. Diagnose the CAUSES
c. Natural law is fundamentally about cause and effect
d. Diagnosis – contains Gnosis (knowledge). Distraction from knowing.
e. Knowing the Truth (Christ) …and the truth will set you free - John 8:32
4. Truth vs. Perception
a. Objective. Simply that which has occurred and is occurring
b. Perception is not reality. Perception is a lense or filter. It is what we see as reality.
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c. Lense/Focus
d. Recognising that our perception is not the same thing as reality is a process that
we have to go through of breaking down egoical patterns of behaviour
e. Winding Path image?
f.

Human perceptions can drift from the truth/reality a little or wildly

g. New Age – moral relativism. My truth, his truth etc. Deception
h. Causes us to believe that truth is subjective and relative – Satanism – central
principle
i.

Need to align our perceptions with reality

j.

Travis Walton. "I've come to realise that the biggest problem anywhere in the world
is that people's perceptions of reality are compulsively filtered through the
screening mesh of what they want, and do not want to be true."

k. Euphemising – Lying to yourself. Being ignorant
l.

Truth is simply that which has happened in the past and that which is happening
in the present

m. Some people believe they are the arbiter of truth. Low consciousness.
5. New Age and Satanism
a. New Age – everything is just an experience. Sit back and observe. Just accept
everything. Content to let evil run amok. Not taking action!
b. Completely egoic philosophy. I’m the only being in creation. My perception is the
only perception. Nothing exists outside me.
c. Satanic sins: Solipsism (cannot have knowledge on anything)
d. All of this is being pushed by the dark occultists. Easier to say that nothing can be
learnt – makes them feel easy in their laziness.
6. Judgement
a. It doesn’t require our belief
b. It doesn’t require our knowledge
c. It happens mechanically – as a result of a system of dynamics
d. We are bound by these laws whether we like it or not
7. Effects of our free-will creativity
Nothing is set in stone. Humans are given a life of spontaneity. Gift of creativity –
we are free to manifest good or bad
a. We create in harmony or in opposition to these laws
b. This determines the effects that are delivered back to us in our lives
c. Ripples image – rebounding. Our creativity is the ripples of energy in the world
d. Creating things (or performing actions) in opposition to Natural Law causes chaos
e. Creating things in alignment and with the knowledge of Natural Law creates
harmony for us with no self-inflicted suffering
f.

It is vital that we align our perceptions with Natural Law if we are to create a
better condition in our lives
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<Video: Jordan Peterson on Natural Law>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ju4G3cmXwY4
8. Our relationship with Natural Law
a. Natural law is not a religion – it’s closer to a science
b. Religion requires us to believe, accept and do
c. Natural Law requires us to obtain knowledge (to know). (Belief is irrelevant)
d. Natural Law (truth) can be discovered and known
9. Overview of Natural Law
a. Mark Passio – Natural Law is the… Universal, non-man-made, binding and
immutable conditions that govern the consequences of behaviour. Natural Law is a
body of UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL LAWS which act as the governing dynamics of
Consciousness.
b. It sets the boundary conditions for our actions
c. Governs all intelligent beings
d. Humanity’s greatest fear is that truth is absolute
e. The human ego has a hard time with this!
f.

Natural Law disregards your beliefs

g. Examples of laws in the seen realm: Gravity, Inertia, Momentum,
Thermodynamics, Electromagnetism
h. Philosopher - Soren Kierkegaard. "There are two ways to be fooled. one is to
BELIEVE what is NOT true; the other is to REFUSE TO ACCEPT what IS true
10. Electronic Circuit
a. Image of Electronic Circuit. We are like components in a circuit – we have a
part/role to play but we effect others and others are affected by our actions
b. Circuit Diagram. Electronic components have a tolerance value. E.g. 5%.
Advertised value is out by 5%. These represent the boundary conditions of our
actions and behaviour. Outside this, we are breaking Natural Law and will receive
negative consequences.
11. Consciousness
This is really the measure of accuracy of our perception compared with the truth.
How well are we focussed?
a. Ability to recognise patterns and meaning in relation to events taking place within
the self (microcosm) and the world (macrocosm)
b. Masculine and Feminine
c. Expressions of consciousness – Body ^ / Spirit v. (Mention the blade and chalice
symbols)
d. Thoughts /Mind is neutral (creative)
e. Emotions = Feminine aspect of consciousness
f.

Action = Masculine aspect of consciousness – body
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g. Marriage of the masculine and feminine. The trinity concept in religions and
cultures. Male child = action, physical manifestation.
12. Gender balance in the Brain
a. Brain structure
b. R-complex – reptilian brain. Fight or flight, survival, reflex actions, motor
functions. Low consciousness
c. Limbic system – Mammalian brain. Key human characteristics – human emotions
in the physiology. Hyper thalamus, pituitary gland.
d. Neo-cortex. Executive command centre. Newest part of the brain. Higher order
thinking. Symmetrical. Left hemisphere – logic. Linear thinking, Analytical
e. Right hemisphere – human creativity, pattern recognition, emotion, holistic
thought, care, passion, ethics
f.

When in balance, operating correctly and efficiently.

g. When left brain is over dominant, the limbic system starts to shut down. This
causes the individual to start living from the R-complex – Low consciousness.
Survival, No emotions. Machine-like, Control over others, rigid scepticism, lots of
intellect but no intelligence. Creative aspect missing. No creative space – in fear.
Class of rulers, rule of others because they are the most advanced?? – or socially
ruthless. Eugenics.
h. Right brain dominance, Slave mentality, freeze, Ruled by emotions. Naivity and
blind belief. People who always trust government. Willing slave. Useful idiots,
Order followers. Dismissal of free-will. (important component of Natural Law).
- True intelligence is mixture of left-brain ‘intellect’ and right-brain holistic thinking
13. Stratification of Society
a. Hot water tank – separation of opposites! Polarity. Left-brain dominance rise to
the ‘top’ (controlling of others): Right-brain sinks to the bottom as willing slaves
who also believe in the concept of humans controlling others.
b. People in the middle are in balance and understand that they do not believe in the
illegitimate concept of state authority
14. How our Reality is Built
a. 3-part process called the Trivium Learning Method. Deeply hidden
i. Grammar
ii. Understanding
iii. Action (Knowledge and understanding that has been applied)
b. But at a macro level (collectively), Society’s condition. 'Quality of the condition
which manifests in any society is based upon the aggregate quality of human
behaviour within that society'
c. Trivium has been eradicated and demolished in society
i. Knowledge, Understanding and Wisdom
ii. Grammar, Knowledge and Rhetoric
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iii. Input, Processing and Output
15. Principles of Natural Law
a. Hermetic principles. Hermes – messenger of the Gods – Thoth in Egyptian culture
b. Mentalism – everything exists in the mind before manifesting into reality.
c. Correspondence – macro, micro, holographic universe, Fractal. Whole universe is
found (repeated) in all its parts.
d. Vibration – Nothing at rest.
e. Polarity – different degrees of the same thing
f.

Rhythm – pendulum, ebbs and flows. Nothing is possible to achieve even when
working against us. More effort required. Peaks and troughs. (Image of tides)

g. Cause and Effect. Everything has a cause and everything has an effect.
i. Ripples coming back to us / disharmony images
h. Gender – masculine and feminine. Balance.
i.

Lost principle – (no 8) Containing principle
i. Containing Principle
ii. Care and Attention: What we care enough about to put our will behind!
iii. This is what generates our experience in the aggregate
iv. Through Cause and Effect
v. Genere – Latin for Create. ‘G’
vi. Care = Unification of thoughts, emotions and actions: Unified
consciousness
vii. No internal contradictions between the way we feel, think and act
viii. Heart is the pump (generator)

16. Two Spiritual Currencies – leads to Care
a. Time
b. Attention
c. Generates the Care
d. Quality of our attention (collectively). Pure information and poisoned information
e. Money – object of resistance in the circuit! Value of exchange
17. Expressions of Natural Law
a. Table
Expression

Positive

Negative

Generative Principle

Love (Consciousness)

Fear (Unconscious)

(What we use to create)

Consciousness

Unconsciousness

Initiating Expression

Knowledge

Ignorance

(How it starts)

(Acceptance of Truth)

(Refusal of Truth)

Internal Expression

Sovereignty

Confusion
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(Microcosm)

(Internal Monarchy)

(Internal Anarchy)

External Expression

Freedom

Control

(Macrocosm)

(External Anarchy)

(External Monarchy)

Dr J Budziszewski – excellent illustration of karma coming back to both sides of
the US civil war re. slavery
b. Generative Polarity – force or energy at base level. Openness, Consciousness,
Flowering expression. Open to truth. Opposite is fear (low consciousness), ‘I
don’t want that to be true. Contractive, closed. Fear of responsibility
c. Initiating Expression – First stage of tangible results in life. Gaining of knowledge.
Come to KNOW. Negative: Ignorance (absence of knowledge). Trivialities in
society - TV. Know self and know the universe.
d. Internal Expression (Microcosm/Minor arcana): POSITIVE: – Sovereignty (Internal
monarchy or self-mastery), Not owned by someone else, bathed in light, (Light
associated with Knowledge in the mystery traditions). Everyone is automatically a
sovereign unified the 3 aspects of consciousness: Thoughts, emotions & actions.
No internal contradictions. As we think, so we feel, so we act. Monarchy and
Anarchy. No such thing as legitimacy to slavery. Illegitimate concept – imposing
control through coercion over others. NEGATIVE: Internal anarchy – all over the
place. IMAGE: swinging compass. No moral compass. Confusion. Egoical state of
mind. Ruled by fear and ignorance. Torn apart from within. Thoughts, emotions
and actions are not in unity but in perpetual contradiction.
e. External Expression. (Collective level – macrocosm). POSITIVE: Freedom!
(External Anarchy). NEGATIVE: Slavery. True freedom for ALL – (wishing for the
macro) – will result in obtaining that for the self. True freedom for all is the
ultimate goal in spiritual development. NEGATIVE: Control, external monarchy.
Slavery. IMAGE: Police State. It’s happening NOW. Control (statism) is the path to
all forms of evil and destruction. Living in opposition to Natural Law.
f.

Final Expression: Manifestation. Manifested goodness. Order. You have to go
through these in order and within the column you started. You can’t miss any out
and jump stages. Cooperative spiritual anarchy – is the natural condition of the
human species.

18. Right vs. Wrong
a. Emphasis removed from knowledge. Externalisation of power. Knowledge is real
power. Too many people waiting for an external saviour.
b. Light is the knowledge of truth – in ancient mystery teachings
c. You are accepting the central tenets of Satanism if you cannot accept that the
difference between right and wrong is written into Nature.
i. Satanic principles: Self-preservation, Moral relativism
d. Millions are in that mind-set
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e. It’s not about the trappings of Satanism. Real Satanists are owners of banks,
schools, businesses
f.

Table of Right/Wrong
Right

Wrong

Correct

Incorrect

Based in truth

Not based in truth

Moral

Immoral

In harmony with nat Law

In opposition to Nat law

Actions based in it do not result in

Actions based in it do result in

harm

harm to other sentient beings

g. Right: that which is true. Correct. And moral (in alignment with natural law).
Wrong: Incorrect and doing somebody a wrong. (Immoral). Not in harmony with
Natural Law.
h. A right and A wrong. That which is morally ‘right’ to do and ‘wrong’ to do. Rights
and Wrongs are ACTIONS. A wrong is an action that is incorrect in truth.
i.

Rights and Wrongs are the same throughout the universe and are binding for
everyone equally.

j.

Understanding rights and wrongs through the apophatic. You describe a right by
describing what it isn’t. Apophasis. A right is more easily understood by
describing what a wrong is and then (through negation) saying it is anything
outside that. Trivium learning method or Truth Discovery Process. Lost in society
obliterated.

k. List of wrongs
i. Murder (Distinction from killing). Original Hebrew: Lo tirtsah. Correct
translation is actually Thou shalt not murder not That shalt not kill
ii. Rape (coercing someone to sexually associate with…)
iii. Theft (taking of property) 3 definitions of property. Obtained lawfully
without harming anyone (in possession). Using it. Maintaining it and
responsible for it.
iv. Trespass (Going into someone’s private space/lair). Invading their privacy
and feeling of security
v. Coercion – Forcing someone to do something against their will
vi. ???Maybe lying. Withholding truth that they require to make correct
judgments
l.

All of these are taking PROPERTY. Theft
i. Property – That which is proper to man/woman. Karl Lenz. Exclusive
ii. Proper/right
iii. Property is always being stolen when wrongs are committed
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m. Not harming someone, nobody has a right to stop you from taking that action
n. Billions don’t know this!
o. Trying to be clever with Rights and Wrongs
i. If it’s a wrong for an individual, it cannot be delegated or licensed to
someone else. Government!
ii. A group cannot commit a wrong-doing anymore than an individual. No
greater moral right just because the group is made up of a mathematically
greater number. Picture 2 people on an island
iii. Rights and Wrongs do not come from Human beings. They are created by
God/Universe
iv. A right can’t be turned into a wrong. Growing hemp. Home Office
v. Rights/Wrongs are not dependent upon beliefs
p. Taxation
i. Specific group who call themselves ‘government’ have been given the 'right'
to confiscate an arbitrarily chosen percentage of the product of another
individual's labour, whether or not that individual agrees to share that
product voluntarily. Taxation is forced by the threat of violence or
imprisonment if the individual attempts to resist. This action is always
'justified' (made into a right) by claiming that this is all for the common
good.
q. Taxation – Explore
i. Coercion. We pay tax because of the threat ultimately, of violence or
imprisonment
ii. Slavery. 100% taking of another’s labour value
iii. What % could this be lowered to in order to make it NOT slavery?
r.

Prohibition
i. Claim over someone’s body
ii. Do you own your body?

s. Licenses and Permits
i. Government makes a claim that it has the right to prevent others from
taking action that is already a right under Natural Law. Unless people
petition (beg) or ask for permission (or pay a fee), that permission is not
granted
ii. Nobody has the right to tell someone else that they can’t do something
that isn’t a wrong-doing
iii. This turns a right into a privilege
t.

Assembly and Speaking
i. Government attempt to disallowing these
ii. David Icke situation in Leicester
iii. Conversation with Simon Cole – Chief Constable Leicestershire Police
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19. Force vs. Violence
a. Words cannot be used interchangeably. Images: Hammer / Police violence
b. Force and Violence
i. Force is action in harmony with morality and Natural Law
ii. Force is action that one always has a right to take
iii. Force includes defence against violence
iv. Violence is always immoral and in opposition to Natural Law because it
involves the initiation of force against another in order to compel or
restrain
v. VIOlation – VIOlence
vi. Two children in school. One hits another. The one who started it is the
one that initiated the force against another
vii. Inherent right to use force as self-defence for yourself or someone else.
Up to and including deadly force
viii. Does violence magically become a right when government engages in it?
20. Spiritual Enlightenment
a. True spiritual enlightenment is not about sitting back and meditating
b. It’s about truly knowing what a right or wrong is (Truth). Knowing Natural Law’s
boundaries.
c. You should not aggress upon others but also not accept aggression from others
d. Feminine and Masculine principles = No aggression AND not accepting aggression
(Self defense principle)
e. Religions of the world have persuaded us to stand down. They have suppressed
the masculine principle
f.

There is no such thing as an enlightened being who doesn’t fully grasp this

21. Ownership
a. We collectively do not understand ownership
b. We live in a world in which theft is carried out and condoned
c. We need to stop condoning theft of others
d. Natural Law: 2-word description – Don’t Steal
22. Some Conclusions
a. Exercise of Conscience. Conscience is exercised in an action
b. This leads to wisdom. (Wisdom is action)
c. Law of Freedom: Freedom and morality is directly proportional. As morality
increases, freedom increases
d. True freedom can never exist in a society where moral relativism is prevalent. 60%
of society are moral relativists. Humans think they get to make up right and
wrong
23. Natural Law vs. Man’s law
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Natural Law

Man’s Law

Based on Principles and Truth

Based upon Dogmatic Beliefs

(Inherent in Creation)

(Construct of the Mind)

Harmonised with due to knowledge

Complied with due to fear of

and understanding

punishment

Universal; exists and applies anywhere

Differs with location based upon the

in the Universe regardless of location

whim of legislators (Moral relativism)

Eternal and Immutable; exists and

Changes with time based upon the

applies for as long as the Universe

whim of legislators (Moral relativism)

exists, and cannot be changed
a. If statutory law is in alignment with Natural Law then it is already stating a truth
and is unnecessary.
b. If statutory law is in opposition to Natural Law then it is immoral and false and
cannot be binding upon anyone
Video: Mark Passio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=204aGDVa3Vw
Start: 1:03:29 (Natural vs. Man’s law)
24. Equality
a. Everyone has the exact same rights
b. Mark Passio: No one has any more or fewer rights then any one else. Also, since
rights are not created by humanity, and since they are the birth-right of humanity,
gifted to us by the creator of the universe, no human being or group of human
beings is actually capable of granting rights to anyone else, nor is any human being
capable of revoking rights from anyone else.
25. Authority
a. Government: etymological break-down – Gubernare
b. Authority is an illusory concept
c. Based on Jurisdiction (Jus, Juris (Latin)) Law. Dictere – to say or to speak. To say
what the law is
d. Authority is ultimately an illusion in a diseased mind. It is based on violence and
on the dogmatic belief that some people are masters whilst others are slaves.
Anyone who believes in authority is advocating slavery
e. Authority – Author – Write – Right (Authority = create rights or write rights)
26. Only Real Divide
a.
b. Between those that believe in authority and those that don’t
c. Statist vs. Anarchist
d. Statism: The brilliant idea that we give a small group of people the right to kidnap,
imprison, harass, steal and kill people, so that we can be protected from people
who kidnap, harass, steal and kill people.
e. Anarchy: Jesus Christ. ‘I’m an anarchist but most of my followers are statists’
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f.

Standing army/police of the day. Money changers/bankers. Organised religion.
These are the people who killed Christ

g. Meaning of Anarchy: ‘An’ (without/absence of) archon – rulers/masters.
FREEDOM
h. Complete inversion of the meaning. They’ve managed to take a word that really
means freedom and turn its meaning into chaos! Mankind is under a massive
mind-control operation!
27. True Freedom
a. Requires the possibility of chaos! Danger and Risk
b. If you fear it, you’re living in a low state of consciousness
c. It’s self-fulfilling. Living in fear causes the loss of the divine feminine – the
imagination; the creative expression.
d. For a condition to manifest, it has to exist first in the mind (1st principle of Natural
Law – Mentalism)
e. Through fear of chaos, the masses (through lack of consciousness advocate the
continuance of authority, statism and slavery. You're frightened of the
possibilities of chaos so the universe will bring you slavery and tyranny as an
manifested effect - which is chaos!! Limiting your imagination will bring you
chaos.
28. Order Followers
a. These are the people who keep the system of slavery in place
b. People who wilfully follow orders
c. Doing what you are told to do without using your moral judgement
d. Almost considered a virtue
e. Suspending the use of their human conscience
f.

Discarding their principles

g. Painful for people to face this. They are lazy thinkers. Allows them to think that
they no longer have moral responsibility. Other side of the same coin from rights.
They believe that they are absolved of moral responsibility.
h. It might require them to change their job, Change who they are, Change who they
associate with. Risk damaging their identity. Ego.
29. Self respect vs self loathing. You hate yourself. People who wish to perpectuate slavery
hate themsleves. You're in the slavery system and you don't want it to change -so you
promote its continuation. Not possible for an order-follower to love themseleves.
a. Self-loathing and Self Respect: Introspection. Inner work. Admitting culpability.
Looking in the mirror and being able to say I was wrong. Over and over again. You
can’t respect others if you have no self-respect. You can’t give away what you
don’t have yourself.
b. Only self-respect can heal self-loathing
30. Final Thoughts
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a. On a collective level we need to give back the word (law) to God
b. In the beginning, was the word, and the word was with God, and the word was
God. Logos (Word in Greek)
c. John Locke - "The Natural Liberty of Man is to be free from any superior power on
Earth, and not to be under the will or legislative authority of Man, but only to have
the Law of Nature for his rule."
d. Balance: Tarot Card - XI represents the will of creation. Balance. Scale of truth and
Justice and the sword. Alignment with Natural law. Alignment with truth and the
manifestation of order. Universe wishing for us.
e. Balance: Masculine Feminine. Left brain, Right brain. My rights, others rights. My
rights: my responsibilities. Causes – effects. Micro – Macro. Justice

William Keyte – March 2018
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